
Trash 

Detect Mode: Field 1 

Ground Balance: 0 

All-Metal (Horseshoe): On 

Frequency: Multi 

Target Tones: 5 

Tone Break: T1=2, T2=17, T3=26, T4=34 

Volume Adjust: 20+ (Depending on your hearing) 

Tone Volume: T1=1, T2=5, T3=25, T4=15, T5=4 

Tone Pitch: T1=25, T2=12, T3=4, T4=6, T5=16 

Sensitivity: 16-22+/- (Depending on your search environment) 

Recovery Speed: 6-8 

Iron Bias: 3-5 (Start on level 4 and adjust in field) 

Threshold Level: 6-8+/- (To suit your ears) 

Threshold Pitch: 1 

Discrimination Break accept/reject: None (All Metal) 

 

This program is for targeted searching of very noisy and distracting high trash 

sites in all metal, such as Victorian dump sites, or potentially green waste sites 

(I have not tried it on green waste and you may have to adjust the tone breaks 

to suit target responses). You will hear every piece of metal, but in a very 

selective manner that should allow you to fully concentrate. Running in all metal 

will allow Iron to be heard tinkling in the background in an unobtrusive way. The 

tone breaks are set in such a manner as to allow the TID numbers 18-26 in 

position T3, to be the loudest and most definite low tone grunt, as these should 

be the targets that interest you the most. This range covers the tail end of the 

low conductors, such as full hammered silver pennies, up to full gold staters and 

some of the bigger half groats / groats and everything in between. The T2 range 

covers low conductors such as cut quarters and halves, small Roman bronzes 

and small gold, including Iron Age quarter stater coins at TID numbers 3-17. 

These mid-tones will be heard, but will not be intrusive and you can choose to 

dig or not after looking at the numbers and deciding if they are stable and thus 

a potentially good target rather than scrap (On Victorian dump sites and green 

waste sites, this range will cover a lot of the small pieces of scrap lead and other 

scrap metals, but including thin and small scrap silver). This range will also cover 

the normal iron falsing that can be experienced at TID numbers 15/16. The T4 

range of 27-34 will cover the larger high conductors. This range will be the 

second loudest and will draw your attention to the TID numbers. Again check if 

stable and not jumping and decide to dig or not – note: some soft drink cans will 

fall into this TID spread. The final range T5 with TID numbers 35-40 covers the 

largest of the high conductors and larger aluminium and other large pieces of 

alloy should fall within this range. 


